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Introduction 

Timsoft DRX aims to support organizations in
improving customer relationship management
through tools, strategies and techniques.

Our approach places the customer at the
center of the company's priorities. Customer
centricity!

Timsoft DRX allows you to understand,
anticipate and manage current and potential
customers’ needs.

It helps you deal with customers on three
levels: sales, marketing and/or services.



Employees waste a huge 

amount of time on repetitive 

tasks which can be easily 

automated using CRM

Waste of Time

Difficulty in managing internal 

communication and customer 

collaboration 

Communication

Migrating data from one 

application to another can be 

a burden to your teams

Centralization

You will face difficulties in 

segmentation of your customer 

which can be easily done by CRM

Segmentation

Missed opportunities and lower 

customer satisfaction in abnsence

of personalized experience

Losing information 

and update lead status. and update 
lead status.

Manual follow-ups

Challenges



Timsoft DRX

Social 
Media

Mobile 
Apps

Customer 
Phone & 

Mail

Web sites

Timsoft DRX is the perfect CRM for 
you to have a global vision on your 

activity, whether it’s from a web site, a 
mobile app, social media, etc..
It’s easy to use, let you track 

communications, gives you the ability 
to automate tasks, make it easier to 
have a good insight and reports, and 

especially engage with customer, build 
loyalty with them and attract even more 

Diagram of the main blocks



In this menu, the 

informations needs about a 

customer is provided

• Consult 

• Create

• Modify 

• Capture  the customers 

interests

Customers
To ensure the marketing 

segmentations

Segments
A campaign is for the  

purpose of marketing, 

report data, survey …

Campaign
The survey is a way to get 

feedbacks from the 

customers

Survey

To automate sendings 

according to specific 

times and dates

Automations

Configure promotions and 

send them in push via 

Mobile

Deals
where the budget and the 

planning of marketing 

actions is done

Marketing Planner

The support menu allows 

to consult, create and 

modify the status of a 

ticket (complain) opened 

by a customer 

Support

Timsoft DRX

Campaign ManagementCustomer Management Customer Service

Diagram of the 
main blocks



The dashboard is customized according to the client's needs,
And the informations he wishes to be displayed . 

Dashboard



Timsoft DRX - Features / 
Advantages 

Manage Leads and Deals  

Track communications

Ease of use : Offer a simplified 
organization in the structure of 
the activity 

Automate and grow by using the 
Schedule tasks

Insights and Reports : The user 
will be able to consult the history 
of the customer's activity at a 
glance 

Mobile app and Integrations : 
Openness to other business 
tools



Timsoft DRX - Features / 
Advantages 

Build customer loyalty while 
increasing turnover and 
profitability per customer.

Reducing marketing costs by 
using more targeted 
communication or increasing 
customer satisfaction 

Understand, anticipate, 
manage the needs of 
customers, whether current or 
potential 

Improve the relationship with 
customers by playing on two 
levers : Client satisfaction and 
Capitalization of customer 
knowledge 

Facilitate access to information 
on customer needs manage the 
relationship with customers 

Satisfy and retain existing 
customers attract new 
customers to increase the sales 
improve the brand image of the 
company



Customer Management



For the customers interface, 

We find the list of the customers  with general informations on display 

CUSTOMER



Once we accede the customers file and on the first tab, all the informations are on display, such 
as,  the title, full name, phone, nationality, etc.. also, if this customer wishes to receive 

promotional emails / SMS



For the other tabs we can find, the Interests of the customer that he filled during for 
example the subscription on the Mobile app, the Segment, in which the customer is 

categorized in order to have better visibility on who to target 
The customers Purchase History, Communication History, Promotion Codes etc… 

https://aih-crm-mobile-backend-int.k8s.satoripop.io/crm/satoripop/customers/customers/preview/522
https://aih-crm-mobile-backend-int.k8s.satoripop.io/crm/satoripop/customers/customers/preview/522


In addition, we can find the loyalty card informations such as the Card ID, Store ID, the 
number of Loyalty Points and the customer Cegid ID.

And in the final tab we have the Activity Feed in which we can 
find all the activities of the customer whether it’s a Survey, a 
Complain, Loyalty points Transfer …

https://aih-crm-mobile-backend-int.k8s.satoripop.io/crm/satoripop/customers/customers/preview/522


Campaign Management



SEGMENTS

For the Segment, it’s a way to put the customer in small groups 
to target during a campaign.
It can be sent individually or used in a campaign as a link

Here, the Name, the Condition and some settings such as Status, 
Priority, Start date, End date, etc. ..

PS : For the segment to be fonctionnel in the Campaign, it should be defined in the 
customer’s profile, so that it's taken into consideration 



CAMPAIGNS

The campaign, is designed to reach out to subscribers at the 
best time and provide valuable content (such as the report data 
of the loyalty points) and relevant offers



You can have a visibility on the campaign sent, the number of 
the emails sent, opened and unsubscribed, etc.. And also, the 
body of the email.



AUTOMATIONS

The Automations are done to automate shipments according to 
specific times and dates



DEALS

The Deals are to configure promotions and send them in 
push via Mobile



MARKETING PLANNER

The Marketing Planner is where the planning 
of marketing actions is done (campaign and 
others ..) with the budget and everything



SURVEY

For the Survey, they serve as an examination of the customer 
opinions, behavior, etc..  
It can be sent individually or used in a campaign as a link

As presented in the screenshots, first, 
name the survey and choose the 
destination, then create the questions 
needed for the survey and validate.



For the creation of the questions, there is a 
multitude of type choices : Text, Checkbox, 
Dropdowns, etc...

We can allocate Loyalty points that are 
gained once the customer answers to the 
survey.

Here is an example of how the survey 
looks like from the customer’s point of 
view. 



Customer Service



SUPPORT

The support menu, is where you can find the tickets opened by the 
customer as complains, their status, the tags, the type, etc.



Please Note : 

All the above is subject to access rights and is governed by a validation workflow 



thank you.


